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QUESTION 1

At which level do you activate SAP S/4HANA output management for purchasing documents? 

A. Purchasing organization 

B. Application object 

C. Document type 

D. Document category 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You regularly purchase non-stock materials. What must you set up to allow the system to automatically propose specific
accounts? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Assign transaction keys to the account assignment categories. 

B. Assign valuation classes to the account assignment categories. 

C. Assign transaction keys to the material groups. 

D. Assign valuation classes to the material groups. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are possible personalization options of the SAP Fiori launchpad? Note: There are 2 correct
answers to this question. 

A. Add tiles to existing tile groups. 

B. Add new tile groups. 

C. Add tile groups to business roles. 

D. Add new catalogs. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following procurement proposals can be created during an MRP Live planning run for externally procured
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materials? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Planned order 

B. Purchase order 

C. Delivery schedule line 

D. Purchase requisition 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

In the standard system, a controllable system message is shown when a user creates a purchase order 

with a delivery date in the past. 

What must you configure to allow such purchase orders to only be issued by authorized users? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Copy the system message to a new version, set it as an error message, and assignthe version with user parameter
MSV to non-authorized users. 

B. Copy the system message to a new version, set it as a warning message, and assign the version with user
parameter MSV to the authorized users. 

C. Copy the system message to a new version, set it as a warning message, and assign the version with user
parameter MSV to the non-authorized users. 

D. Copy the system message to a new version, set it as an error message, and assign the version with user parameter
MSV to the authorized users. 

Correct Answer: D 
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